
Dear Laura McClellan 


Re Howtown Road 24 hr Experimental Rural Clearway Ref KB/4.4.1060/15.001712 

Thank you for your email inviting feedback on this Experimental Rural Clearway. Appreciated . 


This is a Letter of Objection to the Experimental Traffic Regulation Order ( ETRO) for this experimental  24 hr 
Rural Clearway / No waiting on Verges scheme  being made permanent for reasons explained below. 


I’ve waited to comment until the end of the six month consultative period to more fully & fairly assess its 
impact. This six months has gone from August school holidays, to autumn half term, to winter, all with the 
additional distorting effects of Covid .


I write as a permanent resident of Martindale for 22 years & a driver; I live at the far end of Martindale and 
so regularly pass along the whole road with its new signage; living at the end of ‘ No Thro ‘ Martindale’  I 
regularly redirect frustrated visitors who hope to travel on, back to Pooley Bridge .


I note that the TRO (Traffic Regulation Order) for this Experimental Clearway extends from Pooley Bridge to 
the cattlegrid at the bottom of The Hause ;approx  x 40 new road signs have been erected along the whole 
of this route. However a further x9 new signs were also put up, at the same time, up the Hause and into 
Boredale, beyond the termination of the experimental scheme. In total therefore approx.49  new signs have 
been erected ; an overbearing visual intrusion on a rural road in a National Park and World Heritage Site . 


I feel that this Experimental Rural Clearway is out of all proportion to any problem identified. There was a 
very muddled consultation process re its need in the beginning.  This may well have been  due to Covid 
disrupting the normal consultation processes . Without a clear starting position how can there be valid 
evidence based evaluation ? Perhaps you can advise . 


1. The Martindale Parish section of the Clearway  

This covers 1.2 miles of the scheme starting at the roadside marker post for Martindale Parish at 
Swarthbeck and extending to the cattlegrid at the bottom of the Hause at Howtown . x13 new road signs 
have been erected on this short 1.2 mile section. 

 

I enclose photos and my comments for some of the signs, below:


1. Starter / Finish posts 

These two double Starter/  Finish signs are extremely dominant in the landscape, and stand high off the 
road surface which increases their visual intrusion as a driver arrives at the unfenced open Hause rural road 
and open view of the fells . ( see photos  below ). The size of the signs, the length of the mounting post , the 
backing board and their position further raised on a bank above the road surface make them an overbearing 
visual intrusion in the landscape . I would urge there was only one smaller, lower sign without backing boar .


2. Clearway / No waiting on verge  

This sign intrudes into the view ahead into the valleys of Martindale .  TheClearway 
scheme finishes 0.2 of a mile further on at the Cattlegrid .There is no verge to wait / stop 
on between it and the short distance to the terminal/starter posts  . It isn’t needed. It 
serves no useful purpose . It could be removed .
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3.  x3 Clearway / No Waiting on verge signs, x1 Passing Place   
  

This short section of the road is the problem area that 
seems to have led to the introduction of this scheme . 
As one resident summed up the problem, at our last 
Parish meeting, the road here needs to be wider or 
narrower. The present in-between situation causes the 
problem by inviting parking. It could be narrowed by 
moving the verge boulders( see photo above  ) further 
out ; or alternatively widened to allow a few cars to 

park . An Experiment with cones by local residents had some success in the past. Not easy; more local 
consultation and dialogue is needed. 


Traffic problems for the whole Pooley Bridge /Howtown route would  be helped if Outward Bound found 
alternative transport to the very large coaches that participants arrive / depart in, usually Mondays & Friday . 
The single lane Howtown Road can’t cope with their size . The coach drivers are generally not local and do 
not know the road ; it seems they aren’t allowed to reverse unless there is a co-driver aboard. A Clearway & 
Intrusive signage should not be used to facilitate the continued use of these overlarge coaches; Outward 
Bound should organise the mini bus / water transport they undertook to do when planning permission was 
granted for the centre.

This Photo was taken on a fine winter day. How sad that the present signs prohibiting stopping 365 days of 
the year / 24 hours of the day prevent people from parking to view the lake, swim , paddle board or just 
enjoy the tranquility at quieter times of the day or year . This is a National Park and should be for all to enjoy 
. 

4..  Constructed Passing Place one  

This ( and the next passing place ) are examples of past Parish 
endeavour and enterprise to solve the problem of passing on this 
narrow road.The land was generously given by a local landowner and 
the work coordinated by the Parish Highwayman . 

The white sign mounted on the bank above the wall states clearly 
PASSING PLACE ONLY NO PARKING . This served very well, until the 
sign vanished. Martindale Parish requested a replacement sign and 
were grateful to Highways for replacing the white wall mounted sign . 
There has been no problem since its replacement 


However the ‘ Clearway/ No Waiting on verges’ sign post ,newly erected as part of  thisTRO, is placed out  
from the wall reducing useful passing space .

The sign is also at right angles to the road so sticks out even further beyond the post limiting a van-height 
vehicle even more, the very vehicle that needs a passing space.  

This new Clearway sign should be removed to enable the full extent of this excellent and necessary passing 
bay, on a particularly challenging stretch of the road, to be used to its full benefit 


 5.Constructed Passing Place two  

See note above re Passing Place one ; the same applies ,although this sign is parallel to the road. However 
a greater disadvantage here is the siting of the Clearway post in the very centre of the Passing Place , 
(  again approx 30 cm out from the wall).This substantially restricts the essential centre of this Passing Bay.  
Again there is the same longstanding  good and clear white sign above the wall which must be sufficient as 
there has never been a problem with selfish parking in this bay to my knowledge. The new Clearway sign 
should go, or alternatively be mounted  above the wall .




2. Road signage beyond the cattlegrid and the Rural Clearway  

 x 9  new Passing Place signs have been erected beyond the remit of the ETRO  ( x 7  on the Hause / x2 on 
the Boredale road ) 

These two signs immediately to the left ,after the cattle grid, on the foot of the ascent of 
the Hause, are new ; and not needed . Being on a  steep corner and a bank, this is not a 
spot that has ever tempted  parking — thus an opportunity now to remove unneeded 
signage .





There has been no problem at all with people attempting to park on these steep bends, 
and they have served as natural passing places  .The ‘Passing Place’ signs added to 
four old blue ‘ No Parking ‘ sign have been an unnecessary expense, and a further visual 
intrusion into the landscape for no need or gain . They could be removed .


    This area has always been used for parking without problem as there is space for cars 
to pull off the road and still leave passing space for 
moving vehicles. Winter has reminded me that this area 
is also used in ice & snow for those living over the 
Hause to park to walk down to, if the Hause is unsafe 
or the forecast is bad . These signs prevent this local 
sensible use





There is too much to read here; the size of the signs on their backing boards seems excessive ; the posts 
seem long and the LH one in the photo is raised higher being situated on a grass bank . 

They are unnecessarily visually intrusive in the landscape .

A very important message for drivers at this point is NO THROUGH ROUTE BEYOND MARTINDALE , to cut 
down on wasted vehicle journeys along this rural road and their environmental impact . Does a visitor know 
what or where ‘ Park Foot ‘ is ? 


Again the  important message here is the No Thro’ 
Route beyond Martindale . This sign might need a 
professional clean or replacing.  The road at this 
point is is wide enough for some vehicles to to turn 
and  and go back.


3.  Pooley Bridge to Martindale boundary, section of the  Rural Clearway  

As this section is in the neighbouring parish, I offer just a few comments :




• There are three clearway signs almost on top of each other near  Swarthbeck Farm drive end  ; 
rationalisation could reduce this signage clutter 


• The two large lay-by / Passing Places beyond Sharrow Bay Hotel rear entrance ( used also to launch 
boats ) are blocked with signs and need a rethink re their status .


 

• There are still redundant March - October yellow line signs from a previous scheme that need removing to 

reduce clutter.


——————————————————————————————————————————————. 


AND  additionally relating to the whole length of the Experimental Rural Clearway -

• I note the effect of the new Clearway signs after dark along this narrow rural road ; car headlights catch
the signs and draw the driver’s eye to the sign . On a narrow rural road a driver in the dark needs to be on
the look out for most importantly pedestrians, but also wandering sheep, fallen large wall stones , broken
branches and other hazards . If instead their eye is drawn to a bright sign in the dark on the opposite side
of this narrow road in the distance , this distracts from observing the near side kerb, and is a road safety
issue .

•  The steamers altered arrangements during Covid, whereby passengers can’t board at Howtown , may
be affecting the normal pattern of  travel / transport etc

• I understand the only other Rural Clearway in the Lake District is in Wasdale . The signs here are much
less overwhelming and do not include ‘ no waiting on the verge ‘ .

• I am unclear why the signs on the Howtown road are for ‘ No waiting ‘ on the verge but the CCC
Experimental Order written order is for prohibition of ‘ stopping ‘ along the verge . Which is correct ?

• Was any traffic count done prior to implementation of this experimental scheme ?

• Farmers may well need to stop in the course of their work on this rural road , no exemption has been
made for them . This seems a serious oversight when an exemption was made for moored vessels.

• The experimental order has caused an unnecessary loss of amenity to ordinary life - how do you legally
stop to post a letter , read the Noticeboard , clear a leaf blocked drain , have a few words with a passing
neighbour driver / pedestrian , assist an escaped lamb back into a field , read a planning application
notice, look at the view, watch a red squirrel, take a photograph , give directions to the lost etc  All
important parts of rural life, and safely done with absolutely no inconvenience or danger to anyone on the
very many quiet times / days of the year.

I recognise that this letter is relatively lengthy; I hope some of the feedback is useful. The issues are
different at different times of the year, different times of the day, in different weather, and  Covid has most
certainly been a distorting factor in the last 23 months.  Having spent 6 months considering the effects of
this experimental scheme,  I can see no benefit whatsoever from this 24 hour Rural Clearway & No Waiting
on Verges TRO on the Pooley Bridge to Howtown Road  ; I can see only adverse effects and losses .

This, therefore, is a letter of objection to this experimental rural 24 hr Clearway/ No Waiting on Verges being
made permanent . The reasons for my objection are because of the loss of amenity due to the visual
intrusion of the excessive signage on the landscape in a National Park and World Heritage site  ; loss of
amenity of rural life; loss of amenity to visitors ;loss of rural road character ;  danger to pedestrians from
drivers, driving in the dark  being distracted by the glare from the signs ; And proper evidence based
consultation ( perhaps due to Covid restrictions ) did not / was not able to take place prior to the decision to
implement it . The scheme as a solution is out of proportion to the problem .

Thank you, however, for your interest and endeavours to solve the challenges of this rural road .



 



